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Chapter Events:

President’s Message

June 9th, 2016
7:00– 9:00 pm - PCTU Chapter
Meeting @ Pardee Center—
Featured Speaker:
Ken Hardwick
“Smallmouth Bass Fishing”
Directions to Pardee Center

July 5th, 2016
Chapter Board Meeting

In This Issue:
President’s Message
Upcoming Chapter Meeting Program
Trout in the Classroom
Davidson River Workday
Recap

Thanks to everyone who attended our Fly Fishing Film
Tour event!
We are guessing around 250
folks were in attendance.
Through the auction, we raised
over $2,000 for coldwater fisheries conservation! Thank you
to all the individuals and business who donated items for the
raffle, and big thanks to Abbi
Bagwell, who collected all those
great items. Oscar Blues generously contributed $600, which
covered all of our film and marketing expenses. Thank you Oskar
Blues for the contribution and for the terrific venue!

Fly of the Month
Chapter News
IWFF
Happenings
The Editing Remains
New Members
Leadership Directory
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TROUT UNLIMITED WANTS YOU! We
have a lot going on, and there is even more
we want to be doing. If you have ever considered getting more involved in Trout Unlimited we need you now! We have a number of projects and ideas that really need
someone to lead them – someone to
champion them! And you won’t have to do
it alone – myself and rest of our experienced board will make sure you have the
tools, resources, and people that you need
to get things done. So what do we need
help with?
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President’s Message Continued
Chapter Outing Lead: Fellowship is a big part of TU, and something we need to do more
of. We would like to once again do chapter outings on a monthly basis. This would involve
picking a place to meet (for coffee or breakfast generally) and choosing a place to fish
(somewhere outside of our usual Pisgah waters in most cases). We would ideally pair up
less experienced anglers with more experienced anglers. These outings are a great chance
to meet other members and experience new water. We need someone to lead these outings!
Road Cleanup Lead: As you know, Pisgah TU adopted 276 along the Davidson River
many years ago. Per NCDOT, we are obligated to clean that stretch of highway four times
a year. In the past, we have done this only on an “as needed” basis so it has been done on
occasion. Because it has been neglected at times, other groups and individuals are cleaning up 276, which means we are not fulfilling our obligation. We need someone to schedule and lead four road cleanups a year. Again, I will make sure you have all the support,
tools, and volunteers you need.
Board Member Positions: A number of board members have their terms expiring in September. Fortunately, a number of them will be returning, but we will still have one director
seat opening up, along with the secretary position. Both of these positions are two year
commitments. Note that we are a working board so aside from the monthly board meeting,
you will also be expected to lead some other area or project. No experience necessary,
just an interest in getting more involved in leading Pisgah TU.
Other Ideas: If there is something else you feel Pisgah
Trout Unlimited should be doing. Some other project,
event, or initiative we should be pursuing, and you are
will to lead it, we are willing to support it. Please let me
know!
If you are interesting in discussing any of the above leadership opportunites please contact me at
mike@mihalas.com or at 828-577-8032. Wishing you
great fishing this summer!
“The rich…who are content to buy what they have
not the skill to get by their own exertions,
these are the real enemies of game.”
Theodore Roosevelt

Mike Mihalas, Pisgah TU President
SNAGS & SNARLS
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June Chapter Meeting Program -

Smallmouth Bass Fishing
Ken Hardwick
Ken Hardwick – Ken was born and raised in the Upstate of South Carolina.
With a passion for rivers and a love for the outdoors he decided to attend
Brevard College and pursue a degree in Wilderness Leadership and

Experiential Education. With a fly rod in hand, Ken used his free time during
school to explore the scenic and wild waters of the Carolinas from mountains to
coast. Once his degree was complete the next four years were spent guiding in
East and West Alaska. Ken and his family are now happy to call Brevard home
and be surrounded by all the area has to offer. He enjoys guiding all skill levels
so whether you’re just discovering fly fishing, wanting to learns some new
tricks, or enjoy the day wetting a line, Ken is the guide for you.

June Chapter Meeting is Thursday, June 9th @ 7:00 p.m.!
SNAGS & SNARLS
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Press Release
By Ed Shearin

New “Rainbows” in the Streams of Western NC
Henderson, Polk, and Transylvania Counties -

F

or the 2015/16 school year, Teachers and students from Henderson County Schools:
Bruce Drysdale, Annie Hobson and Rene Gastelovo; Hendersonville Middle, Peggy
Aubrey; Edneyville Elementary, Lorraine Thomas: Sugarloaf Elementary, Julie Holbert:
Mountain Community School. Wesley Arnold; Polk County Schools: Polk Middle, Stephanie
Leudi; and Transylvania County Schools: Davidson River School, Andy Bulwinkel; Rosman
Middle, Kristy Ontko; Mountain Sun Community, Becky Langerman; and Transylvania Boys
and Girls Club, Alicia Andrae Benton, participated in the Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited
– Trout in the Classroom Program (TIC). Pisgah Chapter - TIC provided the teachers with
the equipment (aquarium, chiller, filter etc,) for the students to raise rainbow trout from
eggs to fingerlings. In the spring, when the fingerlings are 2 to 4 inches in length, they are
released.
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New “Rainbows” in the Streams
of Western NC . (Continued…)

Photo by : Alycia Andrade Benton, Director and

TIC Contact at Transylvania Boys and Girls Club

Each teacher integrated TIC into their curriculum
so that students could learn cold water conservation
by raising trout from eggs to fingerlings, monitor
tank water quality, engage in stream habitat study,
learn to appreciate water resources, begin to foster
a conservation ethic, and grow to understand ecosystems. At the end the school year, the teachers
and students release their trout in a state-approved
stream near the school or within a nearby watershed.
During the year each teacher tailors the program to
fit his or her curricular needs. Therefore, each program is unique. TIC has interdisciplinary applications in science, social studies, mathematics, language arts, fine arts, and physical education. TIC provides a website with lesson
plans and information on possible activities.
Quotes
Eighth grade student:
“It is fun for everybody to watch the fish grow,” student became fascinated by biology and wants to
be a doctor.

Fourth grade teacher (Annie Hobson, Bruce Drysdale School):
“Trout in the Classroom has been a wonderful opportunity for my students to embrace our local environment and learn about North Carolina ecosystems, which are part of our year long curriculum
standards. I chose to take on TIC as a 4th Grade Teacher, because I am a fly fisherwoman, and
have loved learning about the trout that live in Western North Carolina. Our classroom was eager to
receive so many eggs during our Winter Quarter and tracked their growth and progress through the
months.
We partnered with the Pisgah Hatchery, enabling our students to visit and learn about the trout in
this region and their stages of growth. There we investigated stream quality with local anglers and
were able to ask and answer a lot of questions in the midst of the trout habitat.
In the classroom, the aquarium responsibilities and fish mortality provided opportunities for the students to learn and understand the seriousness of nurturing and growing live creatures. Students
investigated the Life Cycle of Trout and created models to represent each step. We referred to
these throughout the growth process. Students later researched topics of their choice about trout.
They displayed their information on poster boards or through the presentation program Prezi, then
presented these orally to the class. Students were able to learn all about what trout eat, the various
species of trout in the world, predators of trout, fly fishing, as well as many other interesting topics.
SNAGS & SNARLS
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New “Rainbows” in the Streams of
Western NC . (Continued…)
One of the benefits of TIC was being able to incorporate the learning with some of our curriculum
reading strategies. We used the text structures compare/contrast to recognize the similarities and
differences between the trout aquarium and natural habitat and cause/effect to discuss current issues such as Whirling Disease and the topic of invasive species.
I felt that I could easily integrate learning about trout into our everyday curriculum and students
were motivated because we used our trout as the vehicle. We are eager to release our trout in the
coming weeks and have thoroughly enjoyed this opportunity.”

Principal
“Anytime you can put learning into real life situations, it’s always more interesting. It gets kids’ attention more quickly and it’s also much more relevant because what they know and can do to help
folks take care of our streams and do their part obviously benefits all of us.”

TIC is a national program of Trout Unlimited (TU) where individual chapters sponsor teachers to participate in the program. The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited (PCTU), founded
in 1969, is the 38th chapter in the United States and the third in North Carolina. With over
two hundred members, TIC is one of the chapter’s most popular programs. PCTU started
TIC in 2006 at Hendersonville Middle School and has sponsored local schools each year
since then. Hundred’s of students and teachers have learned to appreciate cold water resources in the understanding of our ecosystems. The Pisgah Chapter sponsored 11 classroom teachers in various schools as listed above this year.
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Davidson River Signage Workday
By Tim Schubmehl

O

n Thursday, May 5th, (10) Members of the TU Pisgah Chapter met at
Sycamore Flats for a sign installation project requested by Lorie Stroup with the
USFS. As we have all seen it is great fun building rock dams and sluices during
the summer months. Unfortunately this has a negative effect on the creatures
that inhabit the Davidson River.

The signage states: Don’t Move the Rocks! Moving the rocks will destroy the
homes of many important fish, insects and salamanders.
Twelve signs were
installed from Sycamore
Flats to just above Cove
Creek.
Volunteers restoring rocks from a weir in 2012
SNAGS & SNARLS
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Davidson River Signage Workday
Continued ...

If anyone witnesses this
behavior please let the
participants know that this
is not appropriate
behavior. We hope the
addition of these signs will
aid in educating visitors to
the Davidson during the
summer months.
Thanks to the volunteers;
Lou Barlow, Jim
Rumbough, Tom Thomas,
Alan Frank, Mike Mihalas,
Nicole Mihalas, Nicholas
Mihalas, Justin McEntire,
Dave Bender and Tim
Schubmehl.
Also, special thanks to
Mike, Nichole and
Nicholas Mihalas for
empting and cleaning the
line recycling containers.
This is not a pleasant job
and you never know what
surprises you may find
inside!
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Sculpin Streamer
by Lou Barlow

W

hen a person begins to fly fish they typically want to just catch a
fish. Eventually they move on to wanting to catch a “big” fish!
Truth be told, you can catch a big fish by accident or improve your chances by
specifically targeting big fish. Most fishermen target a sizable fish by using a
streamer imitation of some sort. A fresh water sculpin imitation is an excellent
choice.
Sculpins are common throughout North America. They are bottom dwellers and
feed on aquatic insect larva, small fish, fish eggs, and some plant material.
Sculpins’ coloration is a combination of bars, spots, and speckles randomly distributed. Their most notable feature is their unusually large head in comparison
to their body.
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Sculpin Streamer—continued...
1. First tie in your dumbbell eyes about a quarter of an inch behind the eye of the hook and
cover the hook shank with thread to the bend.
Use a small amount of CA glue on the under
side of the eyes. Leave the thread at the
bend. Tying the dumbbell eyes on top of the
shank will make the fly move through the water
in the hook up position.

Materials List:
Hook

TMC 9395 #6 Streamer 4x
Long or Gamakatsu B10S
Stinger

Thread

Any Black strong thread, I
use Veevus #6

Eyes

Lead Eyes Dumbbell Small

Tail

Rabbit Strip-Black Barred
Olive

Body

Hareline Ice Dub Peacock

Rib

UTC Mylar Tinsel Med
Gold

Head

Hareline Ice Dubbing
Rusty Brown & Olive Rab
bit trimmed from strip

Gills

Polar Chenille Red/
Trimmed to desired length

2. Tie in the gold rib! Leave
the thread in the rear position.
3. Dub on some Ice Dubbing with a tapered noodle and wrap forward.
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Sculpin Streamer—continued...
4. Wrap dubbing to the 50% position on the shank.

5. Wrap rib forward to the end of
dubbing and tie off. Pick out
strands of the dubbing with a needle and brush with a piece of Velcro. Create a fuzzy appearance.

6. Tie in a piece of the Rabbit Strip
and begin just behind the lead eyes.
Tie in very tightly. This is another
place that glue would be helpful. Cut
the rabbit strip approximately ¾ of an
inch beyond the bend of the hook.
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Sculpin Streamer—continued...
7. Create a dubbing loop with Hareline Ice
Dubbing – Rusty Brown. Wind as tightly as
possible just in front of the Rabbit Strip.
Stroke the dubbing back as you wrap. Tie in

8. Pick out the fibers of the Ice with
a needle and brush to make a fuzzy
appearance.

9. Now tie in and wrap the Red Polar Chenille. Wrap tight to the Ice
Dubbing. Tie in and cut to about ½
of an inch in length.
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Sculpin Streamer—continued...
10. Create another dubbing loop using Rabbit
fibers cut from a strip. Wind tightly toward the
lead eyes stroking the fibers toward the bend
on the hook and packing the wraps as tightly
as you can. Continue to wrap in front of the
lead eyes and toward the eye of the hook.
Leave a space to tie off and finish the head.
11. Apply head cement and brush the fibers of the Rabbit toward the bend of the
hook with Velcro or dubbing brush.

New materials on the market make it possible to use many different
colors and to create the appearance of movement. A narrow body,
flared gills, and an unusually large head make this fly successful!
Good Fishing! That monster is out there waiting for you!
SNAGS & SNARLS
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In the News
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International Women Fly Fishers
By Carole Deddy

I

had the awesome experience
of hosting 10 women from the
International Women Fly Fishers
(IWFF) for 3 days of fishing in
Tennessee on the Watauga and
South Holston Rivers and 3 days
of fishing in WNC rivers and
streams. The Watauga River
was beautiful with pockets of
stocked fish and a rare 18 inch
rainbow. A brief localized lightening storm made us all realize how
important renewing or replacing
our rain jackets can be. South Holston
was challenging with sufficient numbers
of 18 to 21 inch wild brown trout. The
outings were with guides and involved
both floating and wading. We were able
to take advantage of the two week caddis hatch.
Fishing the Tuckaseegee was tough due
to low water and lack of generation releases,
but we had fun. Our WNC guides were from
Davidson River Outfitters who showed us a
good time even though it was like herding cats
at times to get 10 women moving in the same
direction at the same time.
I have done several domestic and international
trips with IWFF groups and have never been
disappointed. If women are interested, I would
welcome inquiries about joining the group.
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HAPPENINGS!
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HAPPENINGS!
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Win!
$1400 custom made bamboo fly rod
Only $10 per chance

$25 for 3 chances
$100 for 15 chances
All proceeds support The Pisgah Conservancy.
Lou Dondero is a master craftsman, widely loved by fishermen and fishing guides in
Pisgah for making bamboo rods the time honored way. On the Rise solid handmade bamboo
fly rods have a feel and action that cannot be obtained with hollow manufactured composite /
graphite fishing rods. For more information, check him out at
www.ontherisebamboorods.com.

Specially Tailored for You. You get to work with Lou to select the best length,
weight, taper, and finish of the rod to suit your specific fishing needs.

Drawing Details: Entry deadline is June 30. Can enter by purchasing a raffle ticket or
on pisgahconservancy.org. Drawing will be certified by Asheville accounting and consulting firm, Carter P.C. Winner will be announced on July 4 on Pisgah Conservancy Facebook page and notified by email.
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The Editing Remains

A

s trout fishing enthusiasts, we spend a
lot of time and energy in our pursuit of fish.
For most of us, at least half a day must be
set aside for any given excursion. Many
spend at least an hour or two en route covering 40 – 60 miles over land our forefathers
on horseback would need two days in the
saddle to negotiate. Unlike our forefathers’
travels, inside our vehicles we are disconnected from the land and watersheds we
cross. Even if our routes dissect beautiful
natural areas offering breathtaking views, it
is still an experience of the automobile on a
constructed road or highway. But it is the
necessity of this endeavor that puts us
physically on a stream or river in pursuit of
landing a fish or two, or twenty. Time plus
energy plus money sometimes results in a
stupid smiling emoji :).

What will also vary is the focus of the fishing
person. Some will absorb the sense of
place, feeling the pulsing presence of myth
and evolving ecosystem, while others focus
inward on more spiritual contemplations.
Others simply focus on what fly pattern
might be best to tie on first. But we are in
the world of the trout stream, and only so
are we able to approach trout. It is the world
of the coldwater, and as such requires our
deepest understanding if we are to be successful in our conservation commitments.

With all due respect to the conservation
warriors in our midst, I know that many
members of Trout Unlimited often spend
We get to our destination and stretch our
less time and energy and money on the purlegs and find a place to answer nature’s call, suit of the conservation of coldwater
which becomes our initial contact with the
streams, than in the pursuit of the recreation
world of the chosen trout stream. After gear- of fly fishing on those streams. Perhaps we
ing up and mentally checking off the list, we all should look to balance that ratio a bit. It’s
leave the world of the vehicle and turn our
all in the approach really.
focus to approaching the stream in pursuit
Approaching streams in pursuit of fish? Let’s
of the fish. This may be a matter of a few
pursue streams in our approach to fish.
steps down a streambank, or a few miles of
mb
hiking along a forest service road or path,
the experience of which will vary with each
individual like so many fingerprints.
SNAGS & SNARLS
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WELCOME New Members!
Current Pisgah Chapter membership = 344 Individual members
6 Business members

Frank Anderson
Dean Bacalman
Bryan Bagley
Randy Ferrell
Josh Galloway
Colt Israel
Glover Little
Cody Love
Zane Shook
Leonard Veillette

Brevard
Penrose
Hendersonville
Brevard
Hendersonville
Mills River
Hendersonville
Zirconia
Brevard
Mills River

New members are encouraged to come to our Chapter Meetings in Hendersonville.
New members will receive a New Member Packet
at their first meeting!
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Pisgah Chapter Leaders Directory
2015-2016

President

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

Past President

Mike Mihalas

Abbi Bagwell

Carole Deddy

Sara Jerome

Chris Ellis

mike@mihalas.com

abbi@flymenfishing

carolededdy@gmail.com

jeromesa67@gmail.com

chris.ellis.pctu@gmail.com

828-577-8032

company.com

Lou Barlow

Dave Bender

Jim Czarnezki

Don Huneycutt

Bruce Jones

riverrooster@me.com

trout1941@gmail.com

czarnezki@netscape.net

drhuneycutt@morrisbb.net

jones0922@gmail.com

Tom Kellner

Justin McEntire

Jim Rumbough

Dick Schaad

Ed Shearin

kellcn@att.net

wjmcentire@gmail.com

jimrumbough@gmail.com

rschaad@ymail.com

ed.shearin@gmail.com

Snags & Snarls is published about
twelve times a year by the non-profit
conservation organization Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited for its members
and supporters.

The Pisgah Chapter web site contains a
plethora of pertinent information and
resource links:

Address comments to:

Webmaster:

Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841

http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org

Newsletter Editor:
Mark Byington

Linda Byington
linda@byingtonla.net

markb@byingtonla.net
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